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PROFILE REPORT

Name:    Mike Sample ID:    G73JRP71 Date Completed:    2013-02-15

Selection Recommendation

The candidate has been assessed on seven competencies that have been proven by extensive research to relate

to effectiveness on the job.  It helps identify those candidates that will be successful.  However, this selection

recommendation should be used as only one of the decision-making components of the total hiring process.

The recommendation is in terms of the candidate’s overall fit with the job.  The Competency Analysis shows the

candidate’s behavioral characteristics and may provide guidance for the candidate’s interview.
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Description of High Scores

Has behaviors that are in alignment with less

successful employees.

Predicted Success

Has behaviors that are in alignment with more

successful employees.
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Competency Analysis 
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Refrains from working independently; seeks

guidance; dislikes determining what to do.

1. Working Independently

Is self-reliant and willing to work independently

without much direction on what to do.
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Finds it hard to get motivated for certain

tasks; tends to avoid extra work; delays

starting things.

2. Initiative & Effort

Works hard to do a good job; starts difficult

tasks immediately and puts in extra effort.
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Tends to be direct rather than diplomatic; is

not always polite or motivated to assist

others.

3. Teamwork/Collaboration

Is polite and cooperative; is careful not to

offend others; avoids showing frustration with

others.
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Doesn’t always fulfill responsibilities or

complete things on time; may ignore rules if

inconvenient.

4. Dependability/Compliance

Meets deadlines and commitments; constantly

follows work policies and people in authority.
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Is willing to avoid precautions or take risks

that may lead to accidents or injury.

5. Risk Avoidance

Takes precautions to avoid accidents or

injuries; tends to avoid risks that may lead to

accidents.
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Feels less obligation to remain with an

employer; is more likely to take days off from

work.

6. Retention/Attendance

Likely to have long tenure, good attendance,

and not take many days off from work.
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Has provided a positive self-description that

likely is an exaggeration of himself/herself.

7. Modesty vs. Faking Positive

Has provided a modest self-description that is

unlikely to have been exaggerated.
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